7. ALL PAVEMENT MARKING AND TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES SHALL BE INSTALLED PER SPACE BETWEEN ELEMENTS AS SHOWN. PROVIDE EXPANSION JOINTS BETWEEN THE SIDEWALK CONNECTION.)

BUFFER (CITY)

VEGETATIVE BUFFER (COUNTY)

WETLAND

NANCY CREEK

50' UNDISTURBED VEGETATIVE BUFFER (COUNTY)

STATE BUFFER

75' IMPERVIOUS BUFFER (CITY)

MN 15' NATURALLY VEGETATED BUFFER STRIP, TYP.

CONCRETE TRAIL OVER TREE ROOTS (1 TOTAL 6 LOCATIONS)

ENCROACHMENT TO 25' BUFFER (ALL PAVEMENT INSIDE 25' BUFFER NEED TO BE PERVIOUS)

PREVIOUS CONCRETE NOTES

TYPE 4 ENHANCEMENT (WHERE 20' BUFFER WILL BE PERVIOUS CONCRETE)

3. ENCROACHMENT INSIDE CRITICAL ROOT ZONE (CRZ) IS MAX. 20%.

TREE NOTES:

BID ALTERNATE: PROVIDE EXPANSION JOINT FOR THE 2ND BRIDGE AS A BID ALTERNATE.